
 

 

Essential Attributes of Anbernic RG353M that You Should 
Consider 

 

The Premium Compound Build of the device lets you submerge in a weightier and more 
sumptuous feel with the strong compound shell of the device. The superior form quality 
upgrades toughness and gives a material fulfillment that hoists your gaming 
experience. Regardless of the solid development, the RG353M stays lightweight, 
guaranteeing agreeable expanded gaming meetings. 

Smaller and Agreeable Design 

Tipping the scales at a simple 230 grams and roughly 3mm more slender than its previous 
version, the gadget flaunts a smaller, ergonomic plan. This decrease in size improves 
convenience, permitting you to slip it easily into your pocket or sack. Besides, the smooth 
structure factor of the Anbernic RG353M guarantees an agreeable grasp, making it ideal for 
gaming in a hurry without settling for less solace. 

Upgraded Gaming Experience 

The high-end device offers similarity with an extensive variety of gaming works of art, 
including titles from N64, DS, PlayStation, Arcade, Atari, and GameBoy, and it is only the tip 
of the iceberg. Furnished with a strong RK3566 processor and 2GB Smash, this 
handheld RG353M console conveys a consistent and responsive gaming execution. Moreover, 
considering the lobby sensor joysticks give more prominent exactness and control, upgrading 
your general gaming satisfaction. 

Double Boot Capabilities 

Experience flexibility more than ever with the gadget’s double boot capacities. Flawlessly 
switch between the cutting-edge Android 11 point of interaction for a trendy, user-friendly 
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insight and the default Linux framework, complete with Emulationstation and RetroArch 
interfaces, for a nostalgic gaming feel. This adaptability allows you to fit your gaming 
experience per your inclinations and mindset. 

Easy Switching 

Changing between Android and Linux has never been more straightforward with this fantastic 
device. Essentially hold the Power and Capability fasten all the while during startup to easily 
switch between the two connection points. This natural component allows you to investigate 
different gaming conditions without an issue, guaranteeing a consistent change between 
modes. 

Custom Hardware for Power Users 

Open the maximum capacity of your console with custom hardware choices like Jelos. It 
permits power clients to customize their gaming experience by getting cutting-edge highlights 
and improvements. Whether hoping to improve execution, redo the UI, or introduce extra 
emulators, custom firmware opens up a universe of conceivable outcomes, taking special care 
of the inclinations of eager gamers. 

Gaming Anywhere 

The smaller profile of the superior quality device makes it a fantastic ally for gaming anyplace, 
whenever. Whether driving, traveling, or unwinding at home, this handheld console 
guarantees that your gaming undertakings are consistently reachable. Also, the RG353M fits 
impeccably into the standard 351 travel case, giving assurance and comfort in a hurry. With 
the advanced gadget, gaming exceeds all rational limitations. 
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